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PHOTO FRAME
7"w x 9"h  x .5"d | Fits 4" x 6" photo | Agglomerated stone | Easel back stand with sawtooth hanger | White box packaging

Item# 70893 
$29.99 MSRP

SYMPATHY 
PHOTO FRAME 
A Life Remembered as some people journey 
through life, they leave footprints wherever 
they go— footprints of kindness and love, 
inspiration and joy. Even when they are gone, 
we can still look back and clearly see the trail 
they left behind— a trail bright with hope 
that invites us to follow. 
I thank my God upon every remembrance of 
you. PHILIPPIANS 1:3
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CROSS
10"w x 6.75"h x .75"d | Sculpted agglomerated stone with debossed type | Easel back stand with sawtooth hanger | White box packaging

Item# 70895   
$24.99 MSRP

SYMPATHY  
CROSS 
I am your God. I will strengthen you; I will help 
you; I will hold on to you with My righteous 
right hand. ISAIAH 41:10
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GARDEN STONE 
9"diameter | Sculpted agglomerated stone with debossed type | Hanger | Weather proof coating for outdoor use | White box packaging

Item# 70896   
$22.99 MSRP

SYMPATHY  
GARDEN STONE  
The Impact of One Life when a stone is 
dropped into a lake, its impact leaves behind 
a series of ripples that broaden and reach 
across the water. In the same way, the impact 
of one life lived for Christ will leave behind an 
influence for good that will touch the lives of 
many others. —Roy Lessin
Back: In memory of: ___ Date: ___
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NOTE:  Product photographs and other images in this catalog may be owned by third parties and used by DaySpring pursuant to a limited license. Therefore, use of such images by DaySpring retailers or others may infringe copyright. If you desire to 
use images in this catalog in your own sales materials, please contact DaySpring. Any use of catalog images by DaySpring retailers without DaySpring’s prior written authorization is not approved by DaySpring and is entirely at the retailer’s own risk.

To order call 800.944.8000  
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KIT CONTAINS 3 OF EACH ITEM IN COLLECTION

Item# K21756
Contact DaySpring for 
Kit Price

70893 Sympathy Photo Frame
70895 Sympathy Cross
70896 Sympathy Garden Stone


